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In this report we give a detailed overview of the setup of MPI parallel rigid multibody
simulations with the pe physics engine. We describe in details the idioms of the parallelization
as well as the basic concepts in order to set up arbitrarily complex large-scale simulations.
Additionally, we demonstrate the parallel setup by means of two simulation scenarios.

1 Basic Concepts
The primary goal of the large-scale rigid body simulations in the pe [3, 2] is the treatment of an arbitrary
number of interacting rigid bodies on an arbitrary number of processor cores. This parallelization enables
simulation scenarios that could not be performed on a single processor due to basic computational and
memory restrictions. Figure 1 and 2 show two examples for possible large-scale rigid body simulations1 .

Figure 1: Simulation of 500 000 spheres and boxes falling into a well built from 3 000 fixed boxes. The colors
indicate the domains of the 91 involved MPI processes. Due to the hexagonal setup of the domains,
each MPI process has a maximum of six neighboring processes.

In order to achieve the objective of a massively parallel simulation, one of the most basic principles of the
MPI parallelization of the pe is that there is no global data. Each process is responsible for a subdomain
of the complete simulation domain. Depending on the domain partitioning, it only knows about all rigid
bodies that lie in its part of the simulation domain and about the boundaries to the neighboring MPI
processes. By this, the process is able to determine when it is necessary to send a neighboring process a
specific rigid body.
1 Please

note that both examples only use a small number of processor cores. The limitation of these simulations is the
subsequent ray-tracing visualization.

Figure 2: Simulation of a granular medium consisting of 108 570 spherical particles. Using 64 MPI processes,
the runtime of the simulation is approximately 3 hours.

Figure 3 shows an example for the static partitioning of the 64 processes used for the granular medium
simulation. Due to the size of the granular particles in this scenario, it is only necessary to communicate
with the directly neighboring processes in order to exchange rigid bodies. Therefore each process within
the granular medium outlet structure has a maximum of 8 neighboring MPI processes. For instance, as
illustrated in Figure 4, process 23 has process 22 and 24 as direct neighbors in x-direction, process 14 and
32 as direct neighbors in z-direction, and processes 13, 15, 31, and 33 as diagonal neighbors. Each of the
processes has to communicate with each of its neighbors about rigid bodies crossing the process boundary
in order to detect and handle all collisions between the rigid bodies.

Figure 3: Partitioning of the MPI processes used in the granular medium simulation. The colors indicate the
domain of each of the 64 processes.

Figure 4: Detailed illustration of the domain partitioning of the MPI processes used in the granular medium
simulation.

Rigid bodies, in contrast to point masses as for instance used in molecular dynamics [1] or similar
simulation approaches, are fully resolved representations of geometric objects. One of the major problems
of a parallelization of rigid bodies involves their expansion in three dimensional space (i.e., their volume):
Rigid bodies may be physically present on an arbitrary number of processes at the same time. However,
this creates the problem of responsibility for a certain body. In the pe rigid bodies are considered as local
bodies if their center of mass is contained in the domain of the local process. In this case, the process

takes full responsibility for the rigid body. Otherwise the body is considered remote, i.e., it is physically
present but the process has no responsibility for the body. Figure 5 illustrates this context:

Figure 5: Setup of a simulation of two MPI processes. Both processes only know about the boundary to the
neighboring process, but nothing about the domain these remote processes span. Rigid bodies are
exclusively managed by the process their reference point (the center of mass) belongs to. In case they
are partially contained in the domain of a remote process, they have to be synchronized with the other
process, where they are known as remote bodies.

The locality of a rigid body can be acquired by the isRemote function. The pe guarantees that this
function only returns true on exactly one process:
Listing 1: Application of the isRemote function
1
2

BodyID body = ...;
if ( body - > isRemote () ) /* ... */

Since remote rigid bodies are only the copy of a rigid body whose center of mass resides on another
process, they should also be treated as a copy. For instance, modifications to a rigid body should be
applied on its managing process, i.e., the process where the isRemote function returns false. Otherwise
these modifications will be lost during synchronizations between the processes (see Section 3).
Because a rigid body can be present on several processes and due to the distributed memory paradigm
of MPI, each MPI process which contains a rigid body works with a local copy of the rigid body. Yet
it must be possible to uniquely identify a rigid body across processes. This identification is provided
by means of the system ID of each body. Via the rules for the setup of rigid bodies (see the following
sections), the pe is able to assign a unique system ID to each rigid body, that can be acquired using the
getSystemID function:
Listing 2: Application of the getSystemID function
1
2

BodyID body = ...;
... body - > getSystemID () ...

The following sections contain a step by step introduction to every aspect of the setup of a large-scale
rigid body simulation. Section 2 will explain how connections between MPI processes are defined in the
pe. Section 3 covers in detail the setup of small sized rigid bodies in the parallel environment and the
according changes in contrast to a serial simulation. The subsequent Section 4 will explain the setup of
large rigid bodies that span multiple processes. In order to give an impression of a complete parallel setup,
Sections 5 and 6 contain two example scenarios that are explained in full detail.

2 Connection of Remote Processes
The basic component for MPI is the communication between remote processes. These processes do not
necessarily reside on the same machine and do not necessarily use the same memory. Therefore the part
of the simulation domain represented by a remote process cannot be directly access by the local process.
The only way to exchange rigid bodies close to the boundary of the processes is a communication via MPI.

There are three basic MPI properties that are important to remember for the setup of a MPI parallel rigid
body simulation. The first property is the total number of MPI processes involved in the computations.
The total number of processes can be acquired via the MPI system of the pe:
Listing 3: Acquiring the total number of MPI processes
1
2
3

// Acquiring the number of processes via the pe MPI system
pe :: MPISystemID mpisystem = pe :: theMPISystem ();
int size = mpisystem - > getSize ();

The MPI system of the pe represents the current configuration of MPI. It can for instance also be used
to acquire the second important MPI property, which is the actual rank of a process. The rank is a
MPI-specific identifier for a processes in a certain MPI communicator. Each process can acquire his own
rank by use of the pe MPI system:
Listing 4: Acquiring the rank of a MPI process
1
2
3

// Acquiring the rank of this process via the pe MPISystem class
pe :: MPISystemID mpisystem = pe :: theMPISystem ();
int rank = mpisystem - > getRank ();

For both the total number of processes and the rank of a process, the pe MPI system offers the advantage
that the MPI communicator, which is the third important property for a MPI parallel simulation, does not
have to be specified explicitly. Per default, the pe works and communicates within the MPI_COMM_WORLD
communicator, which represents the default MPI communicator comprising of all involved MPI processes.
Therefore the total number of processes and the rank of a process returned by the according functions
are with respect to the MPI_COMM_WORLD communicator. However, it is also possible to assign the pe a
different communicator via the setComm function of the pe MPI system:
Listing 5: Configuration of the MPI communicator
1
2
3

// Creating a new communicator for a Cartesian topology
int dims
[] = { 10
, 10
, 10
}; // Dimensions of the 3 D topology
int periods [] = { false , false , false }; // Periodicity of the 3 D topology

4
5

MPI_Comm cartcomm ;

// The new MPI communicator for the Cartesian topology

6
7
8

// Creating a new communicator
M PI _C ar t _c re a te ( MPI_COMM_WORLD , 3 , dims , periods , true , & cartcomm );

9
10
11
12

// Setting the communicator of the pe
pe :: MPISystemID mpisystem = pe :: theMPISystem ();
mpisystem - > setComm ( cartcomm );

The communication to handle the rigid bodies in a parallel simulation is automatically handled by the
pe. However, the MPI communication has to be explicitly established. The setup of a connection between
the local and a remote MPI process is done via the connect functions:
• connect( int rank, real a, real b, real c, real d, real dx );
• connect( int rank, const Vec3& normal

, real d, real dx );

• connect( int rank, real a, real b, real c, real x, real y, real z, real dx );
• connect( int rank, const Vec3& normal

, const Vec3& gpos

, real dx );

• connect( int rank, const Geometry& geometry );
Each of these functions establishes a dedicated communication connection between the local and the
specified remote process. This is done by specifying the geometry of the remote process from the point
of view of the local process. The first argument for all five functions is the rank of the remote process
to be connected to the local process. The following arguments are used to define the remote process
geometry. In the simplest case, from the point of view of the local process, the remote process occupies a
complete half-space separated by a simple plane-shaped boundary from the half-space of the local process
(see Figure 6). The first four connect functions define such a plane-shaped boundary by specifying a
normal vector ((a,b,c) or normal) and either the displacement of the plane from the origin of the global
world frame (d) or a surface point on the surface of the plane ((x,y,z) or gpos).

Figure 6: Plane-shaped process boundary between the local and a remote process.

Figure 7 shows a two dimensional illustration for a possible configuration of a plane-shaped process
boundary in-between process 0 and process 1. Listing 6 shows the setup of these two processes by use of
one of the connect functions:

Figure 7: Plane-shaped process boundary between process 0 and process 1.

Listing 6: Establishing a MPI connection between two processes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

// Connecting two MPI processes
pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION ( 0 ) {
// Connecting the local process 0 with the remote process 1
pe :: connect ( 1 , Vec3 ( 1.0 , 1.0 , 0.0 ) , - std :: sqrt (2.0) );
}
pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION ( 1 ) {
// Connecting the local process 1 with the remote process 0
pe :: connect ( 0 , Vec3 ( -1.0 , -1.0 , 0.0 ) , std :: sqrt (2.0) );
}

Due to the “Single Program Multiple Data” (SPMD) paradigm of MPI, each process runs exactly the
same program. Therefore it is only possible to distinguish between the different processes based on the
rank of the processes. In this example this is done by using the pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION: process 0 and process 1 both start an exclusive section to connect to each other individually. The pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION
introduces a section that is only executed by exactly one process. For instance, the first of the two sections
is executed exclusively by process 0. All other processes are skipping this section entirely. Within the
exclusive section, process 0 is connecting to process 1 by calling a connect function and specifying the
normal and displacement of the plane-shaped boundary. The same is true for the second exclusive section
that is exclusively executed by process 1. Inside process 1 connects to process 0 by defining exactly the
same boundary but from the point of view of process 1 (i.e., the normal and the displacement are reversed)2
The fifth connect function allows to define arbitrarily shaped processes and process boundaries. This
function can for instance also be used to define the boundary between process 0 and process 1 as illustrated
in Figure 7:

2 For

detailed information about the internal details of the pe EXCLUSIVE SECTION refer to Appendix A.

Listing 7: Application of the fifth connect function
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

// Connecting two MPI processes
pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION ( 0 ) {
// Connecting the local process 0 with the remote process 1
pe :: connect ( 1 , pe :: HalfSpace ( Vec3 ( 1.0 , 1.0 , 0.0 ) , - std :: sqrt (2.0) ) );
}
pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION ( 1 ) {
// Connecting the local process 1 with the remote process 0
pe :: connect ( 0 , pe :: HalfSpace ( Vec3 ( -1.0 , -1.0 , 0.0 ) , std :: sqrt (2.0) ) );
}

Instead of directly specifying the normal and the displacement of the separating plane-shaped boundary,
this function expects an object representing the geometry of the remote process and the HalfSpace class
represents such a process geometry. For this example it becomes obvious that the first four connect
functions are just simplifications for the case that two processes are separated by a single plane. However,
this connect function can also be used to define arbitrarily complex process boundaries and geometries.
Currently, the pe only supports combinations of plane shaped boundaries via the merge and intersect
functions. Figure 8 shows an example for a possible configuration of two processes:

Figure 8: Combination of two plane-shaped boundaries between process 0 and process 1.

Listing 8 illustrates the setup of the two MPI processes by use an explicit merging/intersection of two
half-spaces and the fifth connect function:
Listing 8: Application of the merge and intersect function
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

// Connecting two MPI processes
pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION ( 0 ) {
// Connecting the local process 0 with the remote process 1
pe :: connect ( 1 , pe :: intersect ( pe :: HalfSpace ( 1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 , 2.0 ) ,
pe :: HalfSpace ( 0.0 , 1.0 , 0.0 , 1.0 ) ) );
}
pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION ( 1 ) {
// Connecting the local process 1 with the remote process 0
pe :: connect ( 0 , pe :: merge ( pe :: HalfSpace ( -1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 , -2.0 ) ,
pe :: HalfSpace ( 0.0 , -1.0 , 0.0 , -1.0 ) ) );
}

From the point of view of process 0, the process boundary to the neighboring process 1 and the space
occupied by process 1 are defined by an intersection of two half-spaces. The first half-space is defined
by the normal (1, 0, 0) and the displacement 2, whereas the second half-space is specified by the normal
(0, 1, 0) and the displacement 1. Process 0 intersects these two half-spaces via the intersect function,
whereas process 1 merges the two half-spaces via the merge function. Note again the fact that process 1
defines its half-spaces contrariwise: both the normals and the displacements are reversed.
For a correct parallel setup it is also necessary to explicitly connect adjacent remote processes that are
no direct neighbors of the local process. Figure 9 demonstrates the setup of a 2-dimensional (for reasons
of simplicity) scenario with 4 MPI processes. Process 0 is considered to be the local process. Although
process 2 is only diagonally connected to process 0 and has no common face/edge to this process, it is
still necessary to connect the two processes (by a combination of two half-spaces) since rigid bodies may
move directly from process 0 to process 2 (and vice versa).
In order to check the final process setup the checkProcess function can be used. This function is a
convenient way to check the setup of the MPI processes. It is able to detect missing connections (i.e.

Figure 9: Illustration of the necessity to additionally connect remote processes that do not share a common face
with the local process.

single-sided connections) and to a small extend boundary mismatches. Note however, that this function is
not able to detect all kinds of connection errors, i.e., boundary mismatches. Also note that this function
may not appear inside an exclusive section, because in this function it is assumed that all MPI processes
are involved in the setup check. In case it is used inside an exclusive section, an exception is thrown to
indicate the error.
Listing 9: The checkProcesses function
1
2

MPISystemID mpiSystem = theMPISystem ();
mpiSystem - > checkPr ocesses ();

On each process, each remote MPI process may only be connected by exactly one connection, i.e., it is
only allowed to call exactly one connect for each remote process on each process. In case it is necessary
to redefine a connection, the disconnect function can be used to remove a defined connection:
Listing 10: Application of the disconnect function
1
2
3

connect ( 1 , /* ... */ );
// ...
disconnect ( 1 );

// Connecting to process 1
// Disconnecting from process 1

3 Setup of Small Rigid Bodies
In this section, the setup of small rigid bodies is explained in detail. The term small refers to the size
of the rigid bodies in relation to the size of the process domains. For instance, a single particle in the
granular medium simulation is considered small, whereas the outlet structure for the granular medium
(see Figure 2) is considered a large body since it spans multiple processes.
There are only a couple of differences between the setup of small rigid bodies in a MPI parallel simulation
and a serial simulation. The major difference is that rigid bodies in general may only be created in case
their center of mass is contained in the domain of the local process. The attempt to create a rigid body
outside the process boundaries (so logically in the domain of a remote MPI process) results in an exception.
Listing 11 demonstrates the setup of an iron sphere primitive with radius 2 at position (1.2, −2.4, 3.5):
Listing 11: Setup of small rigid bodies in a MPI parallel simulation
1

// ...

2
3
4

// Defining the global position of the sphere
const Vec3 gpos ( 1.2 , -2.4 , 3.5 );

5
6
7

// Acquiring a handle to the local simulation world / domain
World world = theWorld ();

8
9
10
11

// Creating the iron sphere primitive
if ( world - > containsPoint ( gpos ) )
createSphere ( 1 , gpos , 2.0 , iron );

12
13

// ...

By using the containsPoint function of the simulation world it is checked whether or not the global
coordinate is contained in the local simulation domain. Only if this function returns true the sphere
primitive is created. Since containsPoint can only return true for exactly one MPI process, the sphere

is created exactly once.
There is a simple reasoning behind this rule: each rigid body in the simulation should be represented
exactly once, i.e., a particular rigid body should be created on exactly one MPI process. Otherwise it
is not possible to distinguish between the fact that the same body was created on several processes and
two different rigid bodies that were just created in the same location. Note however, that it is allowed to
arbitrarily translate and rotate a rigid body after the creation, i.e., it is even allowed to move the center
of mass of the rigid body into the domain of other processes.
Due to the fact that we are dealing with rigid bodies that have a certain volume, it is necessary to
consider that although the center of mass of a rigid body is inside the local domain, the rigid body may
still extend into the domain of several other remote MPI processes. Remember that it is also allowed
(after its creation) to translate a rigid body such that its center of mass lies inside a remote MPI process.
In order to make rigid bodies that (partially) lie inside a remote process known on the remote process, it is
necessary to synchronize the rigid bodies among the processes. This task is performed by the synchronize
function:
Listing 12: Synchronization of the simulation domain
1
2
3
4

// ...
WorldID world = theWorld ();
world - > synchronize (); // Synchronizing the simulation domain among the MPI processes
// ...

This function should always be called after the rigid body setup phase or in case a rigid body has some
local modifications (translations, rotations, fixation, visibility,...). Note however that all modifications
to remote rigid bodies are overwritten by the settings of the rigid body on its home process. Therefore
modifications to a rigid body can effectively only be done on the process where the isRemote function
returns false. Also note, that this function may not appear inside an exclusive section, because in this
function it is assumed that all MPI processes are involved in the synchronization process. In case it is
used inside an exclusive section, an exception is thrown to indicate the error.

4 Setup of Large Rigid Bodies
In contrast to small rigid bodies that are considered small in comparison to the extent of a process domain
and at maximum range into the domain of the directly adjacent process large rigid bodies may be larger
than a process domain and may span over multiple processes. One example for a large rigid body is the
outlet structure in the granular medium simulation (see Figure 4) that is much larger than any of the
process domains.
For a setup of large rigid bodies in a MPI parallel environment the pe distinguishes between large mobile
rigid bodies (i.e., bodies that are not fixed and can freely move) and immobile bodies (whose center of
mass is fixed). Section 4.1 explains in detail the setup of large mobile rigid bodies, whereas Section 4.2
covers the topic of large immobile rigid bodies.

4.1 Setup of Large Mobile Rigid Bodies
The setup of large mobile rigid bodies works exactly the same as the setup of small rigid bodies: a body
may only be created if its center of mass is contained in the domain of the local process. In case this rule
is violated, an exception is thrown to indicate the error. However, due to the size of the bodies it may
be necessary to extend the neighborhood of the processes and to additionally establish connections to not
directly neighboring processes.
Figure 10 shows an example for a large particle agglomerate ranging from process 0 to process 4. Due to
the principle that there is no global data, each process only knows about the neighbors that are explicitly
connected by use of the connect function (see Section 2). Yet for the simulation of large bodies that
span multiple processes this neighborhood information might not be enough in order to synchronize a
rigid body with all processes the rigid body is contained in. Assuming that the center of mass of this
particle agglomerate lies in the domain of process 2 and additionally assuming that process 2 is solely
connected to the directly neighboring processes 1 and 3, process 0 and process 4 would not receive any

update information on any movements of the particle agglomerate. Therefore it is crucial for a correct
simulation to additionally connect processes 2 and 0 and processes 2 and 4.

Figure 10: Extended process neighborhood from the point of view of process 2: in order to be able to simulate
large moving rigid bodies that span multiple process domains it is crucial to extend the neighborhood
of the processes, i.e., to additionally establish connections to processes that are not direct neighbors.

The decision of the size of the neighborhood strongly depends on the size of the simulated rigid bodies.
It is in the responsibility of the programmer of a particular simulation scenario to establish connections
as required by the size and shape of the simulated rigid bodies. Note however, that additional connection
result in additional communications during every time step of the simulation. Depending on the number
of connected neighbors this might inflict a performance penalty on the overall simulation. Therefore it is
recommended to only establish additional connections in case these are strictly required by the simulation
scenario.

4.2 Setup of Large Immobile Rigid Bodies
In contrast to the setup of large mobile rigid bodies in case of large immobile rigid bodies it is not necessary
to extent the communication neighborhood. Instead it is assumed that since these bodies are not moving
a synchronization via communication is not necessary. For the purpose of the setup of large, immobile
rigid bodies, such as for instance all infinite primitives like planes or fixed bodies as the outlet structure
of the granular medium simulation (see Figure 4), the pe offers a special section, the pe_GLOBAL_SECTION.
Rigid bodies created inside a global section are considered global bodies, which are known on all processes
and are fixed per default. Listing 13 shows an example for the use of a global section:
Listing 13: Application of the pe GLOBAL SECTION
1
2

// Default parallel region
// ...

3
4
5
6
7
8

// Global parallel region
pe_GLOBAL_SECTION
{
// Setup of a global sphere
createSphere ( 1 , Vec3 ( 10.0 , 20.0 , -40.0 ) , 5.0 , oak );

9

// Setup of a global union
p e_ CR EA T E_ UN IO N ( union3 , 2 ) {
// ...
}

10
11
12
13
14

}

15
16
17

// Sy nc h ro ni za t io n of the non - global rigid bodies
world - > synchronize ();

18
19

// ...

The pe_GLOBAL_SECTION macro starts a global section for the setup of global rigid bodies. Inside the
global section the oak sphere primitive 1 at position (10, 20, −40) with a radius of 5 is created as well
as a union with the user-specific ID 2. Both rigid bodies are considered global, i.e., they are known on
all involved MPI processes and their global position is automatically fixed. Note that since the rigid
bodies are known on all processes, they are not communicated and therefore also not synchronized by

the synchronize function. All modifications applied to a global rigid body have to be applied on all
processes. Therefore it is prohibited to modify (translate, rotate, destroy, e.g.) a global rigid body inside
an exclusive section. The attempt to do this results in an exception.
Whereas finite rigid bodies can optionally be made global, infinite rigid bodies such as planes are always
considered global rigid bodies. Therefore, in case of MPI parallel simulations, infinite bodies have to be
created inside a global section (failure to do so results in an exception):
Listing 14: Setup of infinite rigid bodies inside a pe GLOBAL SECTION
1
2
3
4
5

pe_GLOBAL_SECTION
{
// Setup of a plane with normal (1 ,1 ,0) and displacement 5
createPlane ( 1 , Vec3 ( 1.0 , 1.0 , 0.0 ) , 5.0 );
}

Whereas for the setup of small and large mobile rigid bodies the engine only allows the creation of bodies whose center of mass is contained in the local domain, the pe_GLOBAL_SECTION environment relaxes
this restriction. Instead all bodies are created on all processes. This might raise the question for the
performance impact of global rigid bodies. However, since global rigid bodies represent very large rigid
bodies that usually represent boundaries of the simulation scenario, the number of global rigid bodies
is usually limited. In these scenarios global rigid bodies do not have any kind of negative performance
impact. Note however, that depending on the number of global rigid bodies, the performance and memory requirements for each process may grow. Therefore it is recommended to keep the number of global
rigid bodies low. Also note that it not possible to make a global rigid body a non-global body or vice versa.
Whether or not a rigid body is global can be checked by the use of the isGlobal function. In case the
rigid body is global, the function returns true, otherwise it returns false:
Listing 15: Application of the isGlobal function
1
2

BodyID body = ...;
if ( body - > isGlobal () ) /* ... */

5 Example 1: The Well Scenario

Figure 11: Simulation of 3 000 spheres falling into a well built from 180 fixed boxes. The colors indicate the
domains of the 4 involved MPI processes.

The first example to demonstrate the setup of MPI parallel simulations with the pe is the well well
scenario. In this scenario, several thousand rigid bodies are falling into a well built from fixed boxes.
For simplicity reasons, the example will only use four MPI processes arranged in a two by two pattern.
Additionally, we will only consider falling spheres instead of arbitrarily shaped falling primitives3 . Note
that we are assuming that you are already familiar with the setup of serial simulations as for instance
demonstrated in [3].
Let’s start by discussing the necessary header files. In comparison to serial simulations there is only one
important change for MPI parallel simulations. In order to avoid errors during the compilation with some
MPI implementations, the MPI header files should always be included first. This can be done by either
including the <mpi.h> header file directly, or by including either <pe/core.h> or <pe/engine.h> first in
your source file. All three options work, the latter two have the advantage that the MPI parallelization
3 The

complete source code for the well scenario can be found in the examples directory of the pe.

can also be turned off in the pe configuration files without having to remove the MPI header file from the
source code.
In our example, we choose to include the header file for the core of the physics engine as first file.
Additionally, we include the utility module from the pe and some standard library headers. To make
things easier for us, we will also add a using directive for the pe namespace.
Listing 16: Required header files for the well scenario
1
2
3
4
5
6

# include < pe / core .h >
# include < pe / util .h >
# include < cmath >
# include < cstddef >
# include < iostream >
using namespace pe ;

Our next step is the discussion of the main function and the MPI functionality contained in it. For
this example, we will use a fixed number of four MPI processes, each covering a quarter of the simulation
domain as illustrated below (note that the number of processes and their location is an arbitrary choice).
The center of our well will be the origin of the global coordinate system. This is also the point, where the
illustrated west-east and north-south boundaries cross each other. Process 0 covers the lower-left part of
the simulation domain, process 1 the lower-right, process 2 the upper-left and process 3 the upper-right
part.

Figure 12: Partitioning of the simulation domain for the well scenario.

Let’s take a look at the main() function. The very first function in every MPI parallel rigid body
simulation should be the initialization of the MPI system. As in any other MPI parallel code, this is
done by calling the MPI_Init function and passing it the command line arguments. This function should
always be called before any pe functionality is used. In case this function is omitted, the pe will assume
that the simulation is running with a single process.
Listing 17: Main function (I): Initialization of the MPI parallel simulation
1
2
3
4

int main ( int argc , char ** argv )
{
// In itializa tion of the MPI system
MPI_Init ( & argc , & argv );

5
6

// ...

The next part of the main function contains some necessary simulation parameters that are pretty
self-explanatory. In this part of the source code there is no indication that we are in fact running a MPI
parallel simulation.

Listing 18: Main function (II): Simulation parameters
1

// ...

2
3
4

// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
// Simulation parameter definition

5
6
7
8

// Timing variables
const size_t timesteps
( 6000 );
const real
timestepsize ( 0.005 );

// Total number of time steps
// Size of a single time step

9
10
11

// Total number of falling rigid bodies
const size_t N ( 3000 );

12
13
14
15
16

// Well parameters
const real
R ( 30.0 );
const size_t B ( 40
);
const size_t H ( 5
);

// Radius of the well
// Number of bricks per level
// Number of levels

17
18
19
20
21

// General
const real
const real
const real

object parameters
density
( 1.0 );
restitution ( 0.2 );
friction
( 0.25 );

// Density of the random objects
// Coefficient of restitution for the random objects
// Coefficient of static and dynamic friction

22
23
24
25

// Sphere parameters
const real s ph er e Ra di us M in ( 0.6 );
const real s ph er e Ra di us M ax ( 1.2 );

// Minimal radius of a random sphere
// Maximal radius of a random sphere

26
27
28
29

// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
// Configuration of the well

30
31
32
33
34
35
36

const
const
const
const
const
const

real
Quat
Quat
real
real
real

brickangle ( real (2)* PI / B );
fullrotation ( Vec3 ( 0 , 0 , 1 ) , brickangle );
halfrotation ( Vec3 ( 0 , 0 , 1 ) , real (0.5)* brickangle );
brickX ( std :: sqrt ( real (2)* R * R *( real (1) - std :: cos ( brickangle ) ) ) );
brickY ( 0.5* brickX );
brickZ ( 0.4* brickX );

37
38
39
40

// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
// Material setup

41
42

MaterialID bodyMaterial = crea teMateri al ( " body " , density , restitution , friction , friction );

43
44

// ...

The next step in the setup of our parallel simulation is the setup of the individual MPI processes. In
this section it becomes apparent that we are in fact using several processes that need to be configured
individually. For this we are using the pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION (see Section 2) to do some initializations
exclusively on one particular MPI process.
Listing 19: Main function (III): Setup of the process connections
1

// ...

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION ( 0 )
connect ( 1 , HalfSpace (
connect ( 2 , HalfSpace (
connect ( 3 , intersect (

{
1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 )
0.0 , 1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 )
HalfSpace ( 1.0 , 0.0 ,
HalfSpace ( 0.0 , 1.0 ,

);
);
0.0 , 0.0 ) ,
0.0 , 0.0 ) ) );

}
pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION ( 1 ) {
connect ( 0 , HalfSpace ( -1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 ) );
connect ( 2 , intersect ( HalfSpace ( -1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 ,
HalfSpace ( 0.0 , 1.0 , 0.0 ,
connect ( 3 , HalfSpace ( 0.0 , 1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 ) );
}
pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION ( 2 ) {
connect ( 0 , HalfSpace ( 0.0 , -1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 ) );
connect ( 1 , intersect ( HalfSpace ( 1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 ,
HalfSpace ( 0.0 , -1.0 , 0.0 ,
connect ( 3 , HalfSpace ( 1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 ) );
}

0.0 ) ,
0.0 ) ) );

0.0 ) ,
0.0 ) ) );

21
22
23
24
25
26

pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION ( 3 ) {
connect ( 0 , intersect ( HalfSpace ( -1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 ) ,
HalfSpace ( 0.0 , -1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 ) ) );
connect ( 1 , HalfSpace ( 0.0 , -1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 ) );
connect ( 2 , HalfSpace ( -1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 ) );
}

27
28

// ...

The pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION introduces a section that is only executed by exactly one process4 . For
instance, the first of the four sections is executed exclusively by process 0. All other processes are skipping
this section entirely. Within the exclusive section, process 0 is connecting to the three other processes
according to its location in the lower-left. In order to connect to a remote MPI process, the connect
functions have to be used.
Let’s consider the first of these functions, which connects process 0 to process 1. The first parameter
specifies the rank of the remote MPI process. The next parameter specifies the space occupied by process
1 and thus implicitly the boundary between the local and the remote process. From the point of view of
process 0, process 1 occupies a complete half space, defined by the boundary plane normal (1, 0, 0) and
the displacement of the boundary plane from the origin of the global coordinate system. Since in this
particular example the global origin lies on the process boundary, the displacement is always zero. Note
that the boundary normal is always pointing towards the remote MPI process!
The connection to process 2 can be defined in exactly the same manner as the connection to process 1.
However, connecting process 3 is slightly more complicated, since it is located to the upper right from the
point of view of process 0. In order to correctly define the space occupied by this process and to specify
the boundary between process 0 and process 3, we have to intersect two half spaces. This is done by the
intersect function. This function gets the two half spaces that have to be intersected as first and second
parameters. The resulting space is passed to the connect function that establishes the connection to the
remote process 3.
The same setup is performed for all four processes, each connecting to the three other MPI processes
according to its location.
Every single connect function creates a communication channel to a remote MPI process. All these
connections are managed by the MPISystem of the pe. This class offers all necessary functionality to check
the total number of MPI processes, the rank of the local process, and to set the MPI communicator
or the message tag for the internal MPI communication (see Section 1). Similar to the theWorld function, the theMPISystem function returns a handle to the MPI system. This handle is used to call the
checkProcesses function to check for the validity of the final process setup.
Listing 20: Main function (IV): Checking the process setup
1
2
3
4

// ...
MPISystemID mpiSystem = theMPISystem ();
mpiSystem - > checkPro cesses ();
// ...

The following part of the main() function deals with the setup of the rigid bodies. As explained in
detail in Section 3 finite rigid bodies may only be created if their center of mass is inside the domain of
the local process. As an example, on process 0 it is only possible to create finite rigid bodies whose center
of mass are inside the lower-left quarter of the simulation domain. Whether or not the center of mass of
a rigid body lies inside the local domain can be checked via the World::containsPoint function.
The setup of the well example is performed by every process trying to create all rigid bodies. In case the
center of mass of the rigid body is contained in the local domain, the rigid body is created. This results
in every rigid body created exactly once on only one MPI process. Note however that it is also possible to
create the rigid bodies first and then do the process setup. Since initially all processes consider the entire
simulation domain as their local domain all rigid bodies can be created on all processes. However, in this
case it is the responsibility of the programmer to assure that every finite rigid body is created only on
4 For

detailed informations about the use of an exclusive section see Section 2. For details about its implementation see
Appendix A.

one process. This may for instance be achieved by creating all bodies on one process and synchronizing
afterwards (via the World::synchronize function). This however may lead to memory and performance
problems for a very large number of rigid bodies. So it is suggested to perform the setup as demonstrated
in this example.
Listing 21: Main function (V): Setup of the finite rigid bodies
1

// ...

2
3
4

// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
// Simulation world setup

5
6
7
8
9

// Creating and initializing the pe simulation world
WorldID world = theWorld ();
world - > setGravity ( 0.0 , 0.0 , -2.0 );
world - > setDamping ( 0.9 );

10
11
12
13

// Setup of the well
Vec3 gpos ;
Quat rot ;

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

for ( size_t h =0; h < H ; ++ h ) {
rot = ( h % 2 )?( fullrotation ):( halfrotation );
gpos = rot . rotate ( Vec3 ( 0.0 , R + real (0.5)* brickY , ( h + real (0.5) ) * brickZ ) );
for ( size_t i =0; i < B ; ++ i )
{
// The containsPoint () function checks whether the given coordinate is contained
// in the local domain . In case it is , the rigid body can be safely created .
if ( world - > containsPoint ( gpos ) ) {
BoxID brick = createBox ( 0 , gpos , brickX , brickY , brickZ , granite );
brick - > rotate ( rot );
brick - > setFixed ();
}
gpos = fullrotation . rotate ( gpos );
rot = fullrotation * rot ;
}
}

31
32
33
34
35

// Setup of the rigid bodies
const real
dx ( real (2)* s ph er eR a di us Ma x );
const size_t X
( std :: ceil ( 1.8* R / dx ) );
const real
xmin ( real (0.5)*( X -1)* dx );

36
37
38

size_t count ( 0 );
unsigned int id ( 0 );

39
40

gpos . set ( - xmin , - xmin , real (3)* brickZ * H );

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

while ( count < N )
{
for ( size_t i =0; i < X ; ++ i ) {
for ( size_t j =0; j < X ; ++ j )
{
if ( ( sqr ( gpos [0]) + sqr ( gpos [1]) ) > 0.81* R * R ) {
gpos [0] += dx ;
continue ;
}

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

// Again , this check is performed to make sure the rigid body is only created
// on one MPI process . In case the test returns true , the sphere can be safely
// created on this process .
if ( world - > containsPoint ( gpos ) )
{
const real radius ( rand < real >( sphereRadiusMin , sp h er eR ad i us Ma x ) );
SphereID sphere = createSphere ( ++ id , gpos , radius , bodyMaterial );
sphere - > setLinearVel ( rand < real >( -1.0 ,1.0) ,
rand < real >( -1.0 ,1.0) ,
rand < real >( -0.2 ,0.2) );
sphere - > setAngularVel ( rand < real >( -0.1 ,0.1) ,
rand < real >( -0.1 ,0.1) ,
rand < real >( -0.1 ,0.1) );
sphere - > rotate ( rand < real >( - PI , PI ) , rand < real >( - PI , PI ) , rand < real >( - PI , PI ) );
}

++ count ;

68
69

if ( count == N ) {
i = j = X;
break ;
}

70
71
72
73
74

gpos [0] += dx ;

75

}

76
77

gpos [0] = - xmin ;
gpos [1] += dx ;

78
79

}

80
81

gpos [1] = - xmin ;
gpos [2] += dx ;

82
83

}

84
85

// ...

86

The only missing body for a complete simulation setup is the ground plane. Since the ground plane is an
infinite rigid body, it has to be created by all processes. For this purpose, we are using a pe_GLOBAL_SECTION
(see Section 4.2).
Listing 22: Main function (VI): Setup of the infinite rigid bodies
// ...

1
2

// Setup of the ground plane
pe_GLOBAL_SECTION {
createPlane ( 0 , 0.0 , 0.0 , 1.0 , 0.0 , granite );
}

3
4
5
6
7

// ...

8

The final step in the setup of the rigid bodies is the synchronization via the World::synchronize
function (see Section 3). This function should always be called after the rigid body setup phase or in case
a rigid body has some local modifications (translations, rotations, fixation, visibility,...). Note however,
that also this function may not appear inside an exclusive section, because in this function it is assumed
that all MPI processes are involved in the synchronization process.
Listing 23: Main function (VII): Setup of the rigid infinite bodies
// ...

1
2

// Synchronizing the rigid bodies
world - > synchronize ();

3
4
5

// ...

6

After the simulation setup, we are ready to start the simulation. This is done exactly as in the case of the
non-parallel simulation by either calling the World::run function in order to simulate several time steps,
or by calling the World::simulationStep function for a single step in the simulation world. During
each time step of the simulation, the MPI processes will communicate with each other to handle the
movement and the occurring collisions between the rigid bodies in parallel. However, all of this happens
automatically, so no special treatment has to be performed. After the simulation, the MPI system has to
be finalized via the MPI_Finalize function as in any other MPI parallel code.
Listing 24: Main function (VIII): Running the rigid body simulation
// ...

1
2

// Rigid body simulation
world - > run ( timesteps , timestepsize );

3
4
5
6

// MPI Finalization
MPI_Finalize ();

7
8
9

}

6 Example 2: The Stair Scenario

Figure 13: Simulation of 720 484 spherical particles falling down a large ancient stair. The processes are arranged
circular around the central column of the staircase.

The second scenario to demonstrate the setup of large-scale MPI parallel rigid body simulations is
the stair scenario. In this scenario, several hundred thousand spherical bodies fall down a large ancient
staircase. Although the scenario appears to be very complex at first sight, the setup is comparatively
straightforward. All spherical bodies are created on process 0, which is located at the top of the semicircular stair. The other processes are arranged in a circular pattern around the central pillar of the massive
stair. Even though it seems that all processes have to be explicitly connected by a connect function
(which would result in an all-to-all communication) in this particular scenario, due to the central pillar,
it is enough to connect each process with its two directly attached neighbors. For instance, process 0 is
connected solely with process 1, process 1 is connected with process 0 and 2, process 2 with process 1 and
3, etc. Due to this domain partitioning, the communication is reduced to a minimum.

Figure 14: Partitioning of the simulation domain in the stair scenario.

We again start by taking a look at the required header files. In this case we choose to include the
<pe/engine.h> header file of the pe which includes the entire functionality of the pe. Additionally, we
require the <cmath>, the <iostream>, and the <sstream> header files. For simplicity reasons, we are
again using a using directive for the pe namespace
Listing 25: Required header files for the stair scenario
1
2
3
4
5

# include < pe / engine .h >
# include < cmath >
# include < iostream >
# include < sstream >
using namespace pe ;

The main function starts by the initialization of the MPI system via the MPI_Init function. Afterwards, all necessary simulation parameters are defined. Note the processes1 and processes2 variables. processes1 specifies the total number of MPI processes arranged around the staircase, whereas
processes2 specifies the total number of MPI processes at the bottom of the stair. In Figure 14
processes1 is set to 8 (the processes 0 through 7) and processes2 is set to 1 (process 8). The sum
of processes1 and processes2 must match the total number of given MPI processes.

Listing 26: Main function (I): Simulation parameters
1
2
3
4

int main ( int argc , char ** argv )
{
// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
// MPI I nitiali zation

5
6

MPI_Init ( & argc , & argv );

7
8
9
10

// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
// Simulation parameters

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

// Stair parameters
const real w
( 30.0
const real d
( 5.0
const real h
( 1.0
const real wrail ( 1.0
const real hrail ( 3.0

);
);
);
);
);

//
//
//
//
//

Width of a single stair ; x - expansion
Depth of a single stair ; y - expansion
Height of a single stair ; z - expansion
Width of the handrail
Height of the handrail

18
19
20
21

// Time parameters
const size_t timesteps ( 12000 );
const real
stepsize ( 0.01 );

// Total number of time steps
// Size of a single time step

22
23
24
25

// Parameters of the spherical particles
const size_t nx ( 20 ); // Number of particle generators in x - direction
const size_t nz ( 3 ); // Number of particle generators in z - direction

26
27
28
29

// Process parameters
const int processes1 ( 6 );
const int processes2 ( 2 );

// Total number of processes around the stair
// Total number of processes at the bottom of the stair

30
31
32

// Random number generator parameters
const size_t seed ( 12345 );

33
34
35
36

// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
// Initial setups

37
38
39
40
41
42

const
const
const
const
const

int
real
real
real
real

processes (
space
(
radius
(
alpha
(
cradius (

theMPISystem () - > getSize () );
( real (0.65)* w ) / nx );
real (0.4)* space );
PI / processes1 );
d + 1.0 );

//
//
//
//
//

The number of active processes
Total space for a single particle
Radius of a particle
Radius spanned by a stair process
Radius of the center capsule

43
44
45

// Setup of the random number generation
setSeed ( seed );

46
47
48

// Creating the material for the particles
MaterialID granular = cre ateMater ial ( " granular " , 1.0 , 0.5 , 0.05 , 0.05 );

49
50
51
52

// Configuration of the simulation world
WorldID world = theWorld ();
world - > setGravity ( 0.0 , 0.0 , -2.0 );

53
54

// ...

The next step is the setup of the global objects. This involves the ground and the back plane as well as
the large stair structure. Since all three bodies are spanning multiple processes and their center of mass
is fixed, these bodies are defined inside a pe_GLOBAL_SECTION. It may be interesting to note that a single
stair is consisting of four boxes and a sphere. These objects are immediately placed at their final position,
but afterwards rotated into their final orientation.
Listing 27: Main function (II): Setup of the global objects
1

// ...

2
3
4

// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
// Setup of the global objects

5
6

real sheight ( 0.5* h );

7
8
9

pe_GLOBAL_SECTION
{

// Ground plane setup
PlaneID ground = createPlane ( 100 , 0.0 , 0.0 , 1.0 , 0.0 , granite );

10
11
12

// Back plane setup
PlaneID wall = createPlane ( 101 , 0.0 , -1.0 , 0.0 , -( w + wrail +5.0) , granite );

13
14
15

// Creating the stair
p e_ CR EA T E_ UN IO N ( stair , 102 )
{
const real
a ( std :: atan ( d / w ) );
const size_t N ( std :: ceil ( PI / a ) );
const real
l ( ( N +2)* h );

16
17
18
19
20
21

// Rotation angle between each stair
// Total number of steps
// Length of the center capsule

22

size_t id ( 0 );
real rheight ( 0.5* hrail ) , angle ( 0.0 );
real cosa ( std :: cos ( angle ) ) , sina ( std :: sin ( angle ) );
real rxpos ( w +0.5* wrail ) , rypos ( 0.0 );

23
24
25
26
27

// Creating the center capsule
CapsuleID center = createCapsule ( id ++ , 0.0 , 0.0 , 0.5* l , cradius , l , granite );
center - > rotate ( 0.0 , PI /2.0 , 0.0 );

28
29
30
31

for ( size_t i =0; i < N +2; ++ i )
{
BoxID box1 = createBox ( ++ id , 0.125* w * cosa , 0.125* w * sina , sheight ,
0.25* w , d , h , granite );
box1 - > rotate ( 0.0 , 0.0 , angle );

32
33
34
35
36
37

BoxID box2 = createBox ( ++ id , 0.575* w * cosa , 0.575* w * sina , sheight ,
0.65* w , d , h , granite );
box2 - > rotate ( 0.0 , 0.0 , angle );

38
39
40
41

BoxID box3 = createBox ( ++ id , 0.95* w * cosa , 0.95* w * sina , sheight ,
0.1* w , d , h , granite );
box3 - > rotate ( 0.0 , 0.0 , angle );

42
43
44
45

BoxID rail = createBox ( ++ id , rxpos , rypos , rheight ,
wrail , d , hrail , granite );
rail - > rotate ( 0.0 , 0.0 , angle );

46
47
48
49

SphereID sphere = createSphere ( ++ id , rxpos , rypos , rheight +0.5*( hrail + wrail ) ,
0.5* wrail , granite );

50
51
52

angle
cosa
sina
sheight
rxpos
rypos
rheight

53
54
55
56
57
58
59

}

60

}

61
62

+= a ;
= std :: cos ( angle );
= std :: sin ( angle );
+= h ;
= ( w +0.5* wrail )* std :: cos ( angle );
= ( w +0.5* wrail )* std :: sin ( angle );
+= h ;

}

63
64

// ...

The setup of the global objects is followed by the setup of the process boundaries. This task is performed
in two for loops, one for the processes arranged around the stair and one for the processes at the bottom
of the stair. Each processes is solely connected with his two direct neighbors (except for process 0 and
the processes with the highest rank that are both connected to a single neighboring process).
For this scenario it is important to note that the normals and the displacement of the processes should
always match exactly on two processes connecting each other. Whereas the displacement is always 0 in
this example, the calculation of the normal involves the use of sin and cos function calls. This might
result in floating point inaccuracies that might result in two non-matching normals. For this purpose,
the calculation of the normal of the separating plane in the first for-loop involves the use of a function
called smooth (see Listing 29). In case the normal contains any element that is smaller than the accuracy
threshold of the pe the value is set to 0. Since this is done consistently on all processes, this approach
guarantees matching normals even in the presence of roundoff errors.

Listing 28: Main function (III): Setup of the MPI processes
1

// ...

2
3
4

// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
// Setup of the MPI processes

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

// Connecting the processes around the stair
for ( int i =0; i < processes1 ; ++ i )
{
pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION ( i )
{
if ( i -1 >= 0 ) {
const Quat q ( Vec3 (0 ,0 , -1) , i * alpha - PI );
const Vec3 normal1 ( smooth ( q . rotate ( Vec3 (0 ,1 ,0) ) ) );
connect ( i -1 , HalfSpace ( normal1 , 0 ) );
}

16

const Quat q ( Vec3 (0 ,0 , -1) , ( i +1)* alpha );
const Vec3 normal2 ( smooth ( q . rotate ( Vec3 (0 ,1 ,0) ) ) );
connect ( i +1 , HalfSpace ( normal2 , 0 ) );

17
18
19

}

20
21

}

22
23
24
25
26

// Connecting the processes at the bottom of the stair
for ( int i =0; i < processes2 ; ++ i )
{
const real dy ( real (20)/ processes2 );

27

p e _ E X C L U S I V E _ S E C T I O N ( processes1 + i )
{
connect ( processes1 -1+ i , HalfSpace ( Vec3 (0 ,1 ,0) , -i * dy ) );

28
29
30
31

if ( i +1 < processes2 ) {
connect ( processes1 +1+ i , HalfSpace ( Vec3 (0 , -1 ,0) , ( i +1)* dy ) );
}

32
33
34

}

35
36

}

37
38

// ...

Listing 29: The smooth function
1
2
3
4
5
6

inline Vec3 smooth ( const Vec3 & vec
{
return Vec3 ( ( std :: fabs ( vec [0]
( std :: fabs ( vec [1]
( std :: fabs ( vec [2]
}

)
) > accuracy )?( vec [0] ):( 0 ) ,
) > accuracy )?( vec [1] ):( 0 ) ,
) > accuracy )?( vec [2] ):( 0 ) );

The final section of the main function involves the simulation loop. Two processes in the simulation have
to deal with special tasks: process 0 has to periodically generate new rigid bodies, and the process with
the highest rank has to destroy the rigid bodies once they leave the field of vision of the visualization5 .
This is achieved by two exclusive sections, one for each of the two processes.
The new rigid bodies generated by process 0 are initially arranged in a 2-dimensional grid. However,
they are assigned randomized velocities which immediately results in a random particle behavior. Note
that in this particular scenario there is no need to test the global position of the new spheres via the
containsPoint function (see Section 3). New bodies are strictly confined to the domain of process 0
whereby the createSphere function cannot fail.
The final task of the main function is the finalization of the MPI system via the MPI_Finalize function.
It is recommended to make this function call the very last of the MPI parallel simulation.

5 The

POV-Ray visualization is not explained here. For the complete source code of the scenario, see the example directory
of the pe.

Listing 30: Main function (IV): Running the rigid body simulation
// ...

1
2

// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
// Simulation loop

3
4
5

size_t counter ( 0 );
SphereID sphere ;

6
7
8

// Calculating the frequency for the particle creation
const size_t frequency ( std :: ceil ( real (2.2)* radius / stepsize ) );

9
10
11

// Running the stair simulation
for ( size_t timestep =0; timestep < timesteps ; ++ timestep )
{
pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION ( 0 )
{
// Creating new particles
if ( timestep % frequency == 0 ) {
for ( size_t i =0; i < nz ; ++ i ) {
real x ( -0.25* w - radius );
for ( size_t j =0; j < nx ; ++ j ) {
sphere = createSphere ( rand < size_t >(0 ,12) , x , 0.0 , sheight +( i +2)* space ,
radius , granular );
sphere - > setLinearVel ( 0.0 , rand < real >(2.0 ,2.2) , 0.0 );
if ( overlap ( world - > begin () , world - > end () , sphere ) )
destroy ( sphere );
else ++ counter ;
x -= space ;
}
}
}
}

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

p e _ E X C L U S I V E _ S E C T I O N ( processes -1 )
{
// Destroying old particles
for ( World :: Iterator body = world - > begin (); body != world - > end (); ) {
if ( body - > getPosition ()[1] < - real (20.5) )
body = world - > destroy ( body );
else ++ body ;
}
}

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

world - > simula tionStep ( stepsize );

44

}

45
46
47

// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
// MPI Finalization

48
49
50

MPI_Finalize ();

51
52

}

7 Conclusion
In this report we have given a detailed overview of the setup of large-scale MPI parallel simulations with
the pe rigid multibody physics engine. We have described the setup of process connections as well as the
setup of small and large rigid bodies. We have also given two complete examples for parallel rigid body
simulations by means of the well and the stair scenario.

A The pe EXCLUSIVE SECTION environment
The pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION provides the feature to start a code section exclusively executed by a single process in a MPI parallel environment. Listing 31 shows an example for the application of the
pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION:
Listing 31: Application of the pe EXCLUSIVE SECTION

1
2
3
4
5
6

int main ( int argc , char ** argv )
{
// In itializa tion of the MPI system
// The MPI system must be initialized before any pe functionality is used . It is
// recommended to make MPI_Init () the very first call of the main function .
MPI_Init ( & argc , & argv );

7

// Parallel region
// This code is executed by all processes of the parallel simulation .
// ...

8
9
10
11

// Exclusive section
// This section is only executed by process 0 and skipped by all other processes . This
// can for example be used to perform special setups of checks of the parallel simulation
// environment .
pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION ( 0 ) {
// ...
}

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

// Second parallel region
// This code is again executed by all processes of the parallel simulation .
// ...

20
21
22
23

// Finalizing the MPI system
// The MPI system must be finalized after the last pe functionality has been used . It
// is recommended to make MPI_Finalize () the very last call of the main function .
MPI_Finalize ();

24
25
26
27
28

}

Irrespective of the total number of MPI processes, the section introduced by pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION
is exclusively executed by process 0. All other processes skip this code section entirely. Programmers
familiar with MPI recognize this concept as basic principle to distinguish between the different processes
in the SPMD environment of MPI. Usually, differentiations between processes are made by the use of a
simple if-statement:
Listing 32: Default implementation of behavioral differentiation
1

// ...

2
3
4
5
6
7

// Starting a code region that is only executed by process 0
if ( rank == 0 )
{
// ... Code that is exclusively executed by process 0
}

8
9

// ...

The problem with this code is the missing possibility of code inside the if-statement to check whether
or not it is executed on a single process or on all processes. For instance, it would be possible to call the
simulationStep function inside the scope of the if-statement and to provoke a deadlock situation:
Listing 33: Default implementation of behavioral differentiation
1

// ...

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

// Starting a code region that is only executed by process 0
if ( rank == 0 )
{
// Starting a single simulation step exclusively on process 0.
// This results in a deadlock since internally the function expects it to be
// called on all involved MPI processes .
theWorld () - > si mulatio nStep ( 0.01 );
}

11
12

// ...

Using a pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION instead, the simulationStep function is able to detect that it is
exclusively executed on a single MPI process and can respond accordingly:

Listing 34: Recommended implementation of behavioral differentiation
1

// ...

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

// Starting a code region that is only executed by process 0
pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION ( 0 )
{
// Starting a single simulation step exclusively on process 0.
// The function can detect the erroneous call inside an exclusive section will
// respond with a std :: runtime_error exception
theWorld () - > si mulatio nStep ( 0.01 );
}

11
12

// ...

Therefore it is strongly recommended to use pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTIONs instead of plain if-statements.
Listing 35 shows the implementation of the pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION. As already indicated by the capital
letters, it is implemented as a macro pseudo function:
Listing 35: Implementation of the pe EXCLUSIVE SECTION macro
1
2

# define p e _ E X C L U S I V E _ S E C T I O N ( RANK ) \
if ( pe :: E x c l u s i v e S e c t i o n e x c l u s i v e S e c t i o n = ( RANK ) )

Internally, the pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION turns out to be also based on an if-statement. However, instead
of a simple comparison, the temporary object exclusiveSection of type ExclusiveSection is created
and initialized with the given rank6 . This object’s lifetime is bound to the scope of the if-statement, i.e.,
the moment the scope of the if-statement ends, the object is destroyed. Obviously, the implementation
of the pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION relies on the perfect symmetry of construction and destruction of the
ExclusiveSection class:
Listing 36: Implementation of the ExclusiveSection class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

class E x c l u s i v e S e c t i o n
{
public :
E x c l u s i v e S e c t io n ( int rank )
{
if ( active_ )
throw std :: runtime_error ( " Nested exclusive sections detected " );

8

if ( GlobalSection :: isActive () )
throw std :: logic_error ( " Invalid exclusive section inside global section " );

9
10
11

if ( rank < 0 || rank >= MPISettings :: size () )
throw std :: i n v a l i d _ a r g u m e n t ( " Invalid MPI rank for exclusive section " );

12
13
14

active_ = ( MPISettings :: rank () == rank );

15
16

}

17
18
19
20
21

inline ~ E x c l u s i v e S e ct i o n ()
{
active_ = false ; // Resetting the activity flag
}

22
23
24
25
26

inline operator bool () const
{
return active_ ;
}

27
28
29
30
31

static inline bool isActive ()
{
return active_ ;
}

32
33
34
35
36

private :
// Activity flag for the exclusive section .
// In case an exclusive section is active ( i . e . the currently executed
// code is inside an exclusive section ) , the flag is set to true ,
6 Note

the initialization via the assignment operator. This turns out to be the only possible way to create a temporary
object of class type inside the if-statement.

// otherwise it is false .
static bool active_ ;

37
38
39

};

The ExclusiveSection class merely provides four functions: a constructor, a destructor, a conversion
operator to bool and the static isActive function. Additionally, the class has a single static bool variable
that acts as the activity flag of the exclusive section.
The constructor starts with a couple of tests. The first test checks whether or not the activity flag
is already active. This can only happen in case an exclusive section is already active, i.e., in case a
pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION is nested inside another pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION. In case a nested exclusive section is detected, a std::runtime_error exception is thrown to indicate the error. The second test checks
if an exclusive section is used inside a pe_GLOBAL_SECTION (see Appendix B). Since it is logically wrong
to execute code exclusively on one process inside a global section, a std::logic_error is thrown in case
this error is detected. The third test controls whether the given rank is in the range of valid ranks. After
these three tests, the activity flag of the exclusive section is set in case the rank of the process corresponds
to the given rank.
The task of the destructor is to reset the activity flag to false. Since the destructor is automatically
called once the scope of the surrounding if-statement ends, the activity flag is automatically reset after
every pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION.
The conversion operator to bool merely returns the current status of the activity flag. This operator is
called directly after the constructor of the ExclusiveSection class in order to evaluate the if-statement.
In case the activity flag is true, i.e., in case the given rank corresponds to the rank of the process, the
code inside the if-statement is executed. In case the operator returns false (i.e., in case the given rank
does not match the rank of the process) the if-condition evaluates to false, leading to a skipping of the
code inside the if-scope.
The isActive function provides the possibility to check whether a piece of code is executed inside an
exclusive section. This function can for instance be used inside the simulationStep function to guarantee
that no deadlock situation can occur:
Listing 37: Application of the isActive function inside the simulationStep function
1
2
3

void World :: simu lationSt ep ( real timestep )
{
// ...

4

// Checking if the function is called inside an exclusive section
if ( MPISettings :: size () > 1 && E x c l u s i v e S e c t i o n :: isActive () )
throw std :: runtime_error ( " Invalid function call inside exclusive section " );

5
6
7
8

// ...

9
10

}

B The pe GLOBAL SECTION environment
The pe_GLOBAL_SECTION provides an environment to create global rigid bodies. Global rigid bodies are
fixed bodies that are known on all MPI processes. This environment can for instance be used for the setup
of very large, fixed, process-spanning bodies that might act as simulation boundaries. Listing 38 shows
an example for the use of a pe_GLOBAL_SECTION:
Listing 38: Implementation of the pe GLOBAL SECTION macro
1
2
3
4
5
6

int main ( int argc , char ** argv )
{
// In itializa tion of the MPI system
// The MPI system must be initialized before any pe functionality is used . It is
// recommended to make MPI_Init () the very first call of the main function .
MPI_Init ( & argc , & argv );

7
8
9

// Acquiring a handle to the simulation world
WorldID world = theWorld ();

10

// Setup of the process connections
// ...

11
12
13

// Default parallel region
// This code is executed by all processes of the parallel simulation . Rigid bodies
// created in this region may only be created if their center of mass lies within
// the domain of the local process . In this example , the global position of the
// iron sphere 1 with a radius of 1.2 is checked by the World :: contains () function
// prior to its creation . Therefore the sphere is created on exactly one process .
const Vec3 gpos ( 2.0 , 4.0 , -3.0 );
if ( world - > contains ( gpos ) {
createSphere ( 1 , gpos , 1.2 , iron );
}

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

// Global parallel region
// The p e _ G L O B A L _ S E C T I O N macro starts a global section for the setup of global rigid
// bodies . This environment relaxes the restriction that rigid bodies may only be created
// on the process their center of mass is contained in . Note that it not possible to make
// a global rigid body a non - global body or vice verse !
pe_GLOBAL_SECTION
{
// Setup of a global sphere
createSphere ( 2 , Vec3 ( 10.0 , 20.0 , -40.0 ) , 5.0 , oak );

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

// Setup of a global union
p e_ CR EA T E_ UN IO N ( union3 , 3 ) {
// ...
}

35
36
37
38

}

39
40

// Sy nc h ro ni za t io n of the non - global rigid bodies
world - > synchronize ();

41
42
43

// ...

44
45

// Finalizing the MPI system
// The MPI system must be finalized after the last pe functionality has been used . It
// is recommended to make MPI_Finalize () the very last call of the main function .
MPI_Finalize ();

46
47
48
49
50

}

The implementation of the pe_GLOBAL_SECTION is similar to the implementation of the pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION:
Listing 39: Implementation of the pe GLOBAL SECTION macro
1
2

# define p e _ G L O B A L _ S E C T I O N \
if ( pe :: GlobalSection globalSection = true )

pe_GLOBAL_SECTION is a macro that also introduces an if-statement. However, in contrast to the
pe_EXCLUSIVE_SECTION, a global section should be unconditionally activated, i.e., executed on all processes. Therefore the local object globalSection of type GLOBAL_SECTION is initialized with true instead
of the rank of the current process 7 . Therefore a GlobalSection will always evaluate as true an the code
inside the if-statement is executed unconditionally.
Listing 40 shows the complete implementation of the GlobalSection class:
Listing 40: Implementation of the pe GLOBAL SECTION macro
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

class GlobalSection
{
public :
GlobalSection ( bool activate )
{
if ( active_ )
throw std :: runtime_error ( " Nested global sections detected " );

8

if ( E x c l u s i v e S e c t i o n :: isActive () )
throw std :: logic_error ( " Invalid global section inside exclusive section " );

9
10
11

active_ = activate ;

12

7 Note

that this initialization is necessary in order to be able to create the local object.

13

}

14
15
16
17
18

inline ~ GlobalSection ()
{
active_ = false ; // Resetting the activity flag
}

19
20
21
22
23

inline operator bool () const
{
return active_ ;
}

24
25
26
27
28

static inline bool isActive ()
{
return active_ ;
}

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

private :
// Activity flag for the global section .
// In case a global section is active ( i . e . the currently executed code is
// inside a global section ) , the flag is set to true , otherwise it is false .
static bool active_ ;
};

Similar as in the ExclusiveSection class, the GlobalSection class provides only four functions and
has a static boolean variable. The purpose of these functions and the variable is the same as in the case
of the exclusive section. The constructor, after having checked the current status of the flag variable
and whether the global section is used inside an exclusive section, unconditionally sets the active_ flag
variable to true. The destructor resets the flag variable to false. Again it is automatically called the
moment the scope of the if-statement ends. The conversion operator and the static isActive function
both return the current status of the flag variable.
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